### Venn Diagram!
Create a Venn Diagram that compares and contrasts the United States and your country. Be sure to list at least five items in each of the three columns. Each item must be written in a complete sentence. You must be specific and cannot say something like, “The United States is three words and Panama is one word.” Make sure you’re showing what you’ve learned by giving strong examples.

### Flag Research!
Research your country’s flag and find out the significance of your flag’s color, symbols, or mottos. Write this information down on an index card. Then create a replica of your country’s flag on an 8.5x11 piece of white card stock (your teacher will provide this for you). On the back side of the flag, glue on the index card and write your name.

### News Program!
Create a 2 minute news program where YOU are the news anchor. Find a few current events that are happening in your country now, and write a news report about them. This can be done at home or in school. Be creative and have fun, giving yourself and your news channel authentic names.

### Dance!
Research a famous dance from your country. Write a paragraph detailing the history of the dance as well as any other interesting facts about the dance you find. Then, perform that dance live for the class OR videotape yourself doing the dance. You are welcome to have a friend (or friends) join you in your performance.

### Menu!
Research famous foods found in your country. Make a three-column table that gives:
1) the name of the food, 2) a picture of that food, and 3) a description of that food. You will need to find a minimum of three food items for your table.